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Weak credit conditions in the banking industry have many looking over their shoulder, turning over

rocks and digging through the credit portfolio to uncover unforeseen risk. We have recently written in

this column about the risk of increased loan defaults and market volatility, so today we focus on the

interest rate side of the fence to discuss problems lurking in the shadows.

Many community bankers originate 10Y maturity loans by breaking the cashflows into two 5Y pieces

and pricing the reset in 5Ys off the "then" 5Y Treasury plus a locked-in spread (or they use Prime).

Most lenders are leery of originating a 10Y loan, so by breaking it into two 5Y pieces, a psychological

comfort zone is maintained, customers remain relatively happy and many feel the risk of the

transaction has been reduced.

Let's examine this concept further to see what risk might actually be lurking in the loan portfolio. To

begin, we assume a bank originated such a loan exactly 5Ys ago and that the customer did not

prepay it. The loan was originally priced at a spread of 5Y Treasuries plus 250bp. Back then, the 5Y

Treasury yield was a low 2.75%, so by adding 250bp, the bank earned an overall coupon of 5.25%.

Assuming a loan size of $5mm and no credit losses on this loan, the first 5Y period resulted in interest

income to the bank of $1.3mm.

Let's say our example loan reset yesterday for the upcoming 5Y period and the customer locked in a

rate of 5.88% all-in. While it remains to be seen whether or not that will be a good situation for the

bank, consider some of the risk components in this transaction.

By choosing Treasuries as an index banks are inherently selecting a risk free rate as a starting point.

Because of this, the loan does not directly take into account systemic problems in the credit market.

Put another way, while Treasuries can be whipped around wildly as a result of credit issues in the

marketplace, it is risk-free by definition, so spread is not embedded in the rate. While banks capture

the credit risk of their borrower at a point in time (i.e. 250bp over current Treasuries), they do not

capture the risk of the general marketplace. Normally this is not an issue, however in times of

extreme volatility it can become material.

Since the beginning of the year, 5Y Treasury yields compared to swap spreads have fallen roughly

130bp. That means banks with loans that reset against Treasuries as an index are under pricing their

risk by as much as 30%.

While there is no perfect solution to this dilemma, one thing community bankers should consider is to

build in covenants in loan documents to include a market credit risk component. Another way to

handle this is to base the reset rate off the swap curve to incorporate a credit component.

Regardless of which method is selected, banks should try to get a better handle on the interest rate

risk exposures in the loan portfolio. We suggest forward testing to "pretend" all loans up for reset next

year actually do so at their current spreads. Depending on how much is rolling over, the impact on

NIM will probably be around a negative 100bp. By running that through the ALM model, bankers can

get a better handle on how much work will need to be done on the deposit side to counterbalance

these effects.
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We urge banks to take the time to calculate how much "basis risk" exposure they have in the

portfolio. As a quick reminder, basis risk refers to the relative movement between one index and

another. For example, community banks that originate loans based on Treasury rates (or FHLB), but

fund themselves with deposits based on Libor (or FHLB), are exposed to the risk of unexpected

changes in these spreads.

Current market volatility provides a real-life example of why community banks should enhance they

way they measure, monitor and manage these risks to help protect the banking franchise over the

long-term. We urge community banks to get a jump on this right away in an effort to move the risk

out from the shadows and recognizing the exposure for what it is.

BANK NEWS

Preemption

A Federal Appeals court upheld a previous ruling that states cannot enforce laws on national banks.

The Court upheld the decision that NY Attorney General Coumo had indeed infringed on OCC

authority in a case where a financial institution was investigated for claims of racial discriminatory

residential mortgage lending practices. The OCC has successfully asserted that it has sole visitorial

powers when it comes to banking law.

Not Low Enough

New home prices dropped by the biggest YOY percentage in 37 years during October, falling 13%.

The price plunge has not been enough to revive new home sales, which fell well short of forecasts.

Bankruptcy

The number of US businesses seeking Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection rose 35% in Q3. A recent

study predicted the number could rise 50% by year-end.
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